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This article concerns planning to get the maximum foreign 
tax credit by timing dividend distributions and points out 
some problems in the calculation of that credit. It is 
adapted from a paper prepared for New York University's 
20th Annual Institute on Federal Taxation. 
DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS receiving dividends from foreign corpo-rations are allowed to claim foreign income taxes paid or "deemed 
paid" as a credit against their United States income taxes. A domestic 
corporation is deemed to have paid foreign income taxes which have 
been imposed upon a foreign corporation in which it owns at least 
10% of the voting stock, in proportion to the amount of dividends 
received from the latter's "accumulated profits." Similarly, where 
that foreign subsidiary owns at least 50% of the stock of another 
foreign corporation from which it received a dividend, the domestic 
parent corporation may also take credit for income taxes imposed on 
the sub-subsidiary, where the intermediary foreign corporation in 
turn pays it a dividend. The rules governing the computation of 
credits for foreign taxes are provided primarily in Sections 901 to 905 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. 
Timing Dividend Distributions 
How can the taxpayer take advantage of fluctuation in foreign taxes 
in order to get the maximum foreign tax credit through the proper 
timing of dividend distributions? 
The answer is basically simple: that is, to utilize the 60-day rule 
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(dividends paid in the first 60 days of any year are treated as paid 
from accumulated profits of the preceding year) and other rules. 
In order to have the income received carry the largest possible credit 
for foreign taxes, the dividends must come from years where the 
effective tax rate was higher than it was in other years. Take, for 
example, the situation in Belgium where retained profits pay a lower 
effective rate than distributed profits. By careful analysis, one should 
be able to arrange the payment of the dividend so that it will bring 
with it a credit for the higher rate of taxes. Similar planning is pos-
sible in Germany, where just the reverse is true: retained profits bear 
a higher rate of income tax than distributed profits. 
Another situation requiring the careful timing of dividends would 
be where income fluctuates from year to year in a country having a 
graduated tax. We don't have to go far to find this situation: in 
Canada the first $35,000 of taxable income is subject to tax at 2 1 % , 
the balance at 50%. 
Another situation is where there is an excess profits tax, as in 
Mexico or Argentina, where the tax is determined by the ratio of 
income to capital. 
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Still another situation would involve a country which permits deduc-
tions for income taxes paid in determining taxable income. Belgium 
allows such a deduction in the case of the tax generally called the 
professional income tax (taxe professionelle). A similar situation 
prevails with Japan's enterprise tax. 
Where holding companies are concerned it is possible to regulate 
the amount of income which will be brought up to the holding com-
pany from its various subsidiaries. To give an example, suppose a 
Canadian operating corporation has a subsidiary in Nassau. Nassau 
is one of those tax havens where they do not have an income tax. 
You can see from the foregoing discussion that it would probably 
be a very poor job of timing to bring up to the Canadian corporation 
a large dividend from the Nassau corporation just before the Canadian 
corporation pays a dividend to its United States parent. Of course, it 
depends upon the calculations involved in the specific situation. 
Now, this is not the usual holding company situation where a pure 
holding company owns stock of a number of operating subsidiaries. 
In that case, the flow of dividends can be controlled from the sub-
sidiaries subject to higher rates of tax so as to get a larger credit for 
the dividends paid by the holding company to its United States parent. 
"Accumulated Profits" 
One of the most important and recurring tax accounting questions 
is whether "accumulated profits" of a foreign corporation for the pur-
pose of computing the credit for taxes deemed paid should be deter-
mined under United States or foreign income tax rules. 
As stated above, the amount of foreign income taxes which the 
domestic corporation (which has received a dividend from its foreign 
subsidiary) will be deemed to have paid is in proportion to the ratio 
of the dividend to "accumulated profits." 
The general rule is that accumulated profits of foreign corporations 
for purposes of this foreign tax credit are to be determined following 
United States concepts. A few practical illustrations will point up 
this problem. 
In the first example, assume a wholly-owned Canadian subsidiary 
expects to have income before taxes, for the year, of $1,000,000. 
There is also a loss carry-forward of $100,000 for Canadian purposes 
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and the corporation plans to pay a dividend of $200,000 to the United 
States parent corporation. In computing the accumulated profits for 
the foreign tax credit, the problem is whether the accumulated profits 
out of which the dividend is deemed to have been paid are $1,000,000 
less the Canadian tax or are $900,000 less the Canadian tax payable. 
Obviously the amount of Canadian taxes deemed paid will be less or 
greater depending upon whether the former or latter amount is 
applicable. 
Internal Revenue Service Position 
The Internal Revenue Service generally takes the position that 
"accumulated profits" for this purpose would be the earnings and 
profits for the year determined under United States rules. Thus, the 
accumulated profits out of which the $200,000 dividend would be 
paid would be $1,000,000 (assuming $1,000,000 is the book income 
and no adjustments would have to be made under United States rules) 
less the Canadian income taxes payable for the year. 
In the next example, let us assume that a wholly-owned Canadian 
subsidiary filed a 1959 Canadian return showing taxable income of 
$500,000. It paid $150,000 in dividends to the United States parent 
in 1959, and, in the parent corporation's United States tax return, 
credit was claimed for Canadian taxes deemed to have been paid 
with respect to such dividends on the basis of $500,000 less the 1959 
Canadian tax being the accumulated profits of the Canadian corpora-
tion for 1959. However, in 1960 the Canadian corporation sustained 
a loss which was carried back to 1959 and a refund of the 1959 
Canadian tax was received. It is, therefore, necessary to amend the 
1959 United States tax return to reflect the decrease in the allowable 
foreign tax credit. The problem is how such computation should be 
made. 
Further investigation shows that in 1959 although the Canadian 
corporation had taxable income for Canadian tax purposes of 
$500,000, the corporation realized a loss of $460,000 on the sale 
of a plant in that year. For Canadian income tax purposes the loss 
was not allowable until 1960. Following United States tax rules the 
loss would be deductible in 1959 in which case the income would be 
$40,000 for 1959 out of which part of the 1959 dividend was paid 
to the United States parent. As a consequence, the allowable foreign 
tax credit available to the United States parent in 1959, after consider-
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ing the refund of Canadian taxes for 1959, would be greater, since a 
larger part of the 1959 dividends would have been paid out of pre-
1959 accumulated profits, than if $500,000 were treated as accumu-
lated profits for 1959 in determining the allowable foreign tax credit. 
The Internal Revenue Service in this situation follows the rule that 
United States concepts of "accumulated profits" should be used. Thus, 
the Service would conclude that as a result of the 1959 loss the 
Canadian corporation had that much less available for payment of 
dividends in 1959 and that $40,000 represents the accumulated profits 
for 1959. 
Steel Improvement Decision . . . 
Although the statute has been in effect for many years, it appears 
that the Internal Revenue Service has never ruled on this specific 
question either privately or publicly. In the field indications are that 
"accumulated profits" have been interpreted differently by various 
representatives of the Service. However, many tax practitioners and 
the Washington office of the Service have followed the above rule 
based on the Edward D. Untermyerdecision (24B.T.A. 906 (1931)). 
In that case a United States citizen received dividends from a Canadian 
corporation. The taxpayer took the position that part of the dividend 
was not taxable since after depletion for Canadian tax purposes the 
accumulated profits were exhausted. The Court held that the depletion 
and earned surplus had to be computed according to United States 
tax rules and since only cost depletion is allowed as a charge against 
accumulated earnings and profits, all of the dividend was taxable. 
Earlier this year the Tax Court provided the first specific authority, 
by means of the Steel Improvement case (36TC No. 29 (1961)) that 
"accumulated profits" as considered for foreign tax credit purposes 
should be interpreted under United States tax rules. 
. . . Distribution from Canadian subsidiary 
In the Steel Improvement case, the taxpayer received a distribution 
from its Canadian subsidiary. Normally such a distribution would be 
classified as a dividend, but the subsidiary had been allowed a special 
capital allowance which eliminated nearly all of its taxable income 
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("accumulated profits") for Canadian tax purposes for the relevant 
prior fiscal periods. The allowance accordingly resulted in a refund 
of previously paid Canadian taxes applicable to those periods. If 
United States tax standards permitted a deduction to be taken for the 
special capital allowance granted for Canadian tax purposes, then the 
distribution by the Canadian subsidiary would not be regarded as a 
dividend because it had not been paid out of "profits." However, the 
Tax Court held that United States tax standards must be used to 
determine the status of the distribution and that the Internal Revenue 
Code does not provide for the deduction which was allowed in Canada, 
and therefore the dividend was out of accumulated profits as deter-
mined by United States standards. Moreover, because of the refund of 
Canadian taxes no foreign taxes were attributable to the distribution 
from the Canadian subsidiary to the American parent, and therefore 
it did not bear a deemed paid credit. 
Foreign Tax Accounting Differences 
There are a number of other differences in foreign tax structures 
which can result in a different figure for "accumulated profits" than 
foreign taxable income. For example, in some countries large initial 
capital allowances are permitted which do not reduce the basis of the 
property for purposes of subsequent depreciation. In some jurisdic-
tions (principally those influenced by historical contact with the 
United Kingdom) capital gains are exempt from income tax. How-
ever, in most countries the differences between "accumulated profits" 
and United States taxable income will usually result from variations 
in treating depreciation, inventory valuation, and from the creation 
of special tax-free reserves. 
In computing depreciation some countries, for instance France and 
Belgium, permit the revaluation of basis in order to compensate for 
the effects of inflation. Also, the period of time for which deprecia-
tion may be taken might vary considerably: the write-off period is 
often determined by negotiation with the tax authorities, or that 
period might begin to run when the asset is acquired, or it might run 
from the date a contract is made to purchase the asset (as in The 
Netherlands). 
Some countries, while they will not permit a revaluation of inven-
tory, will nonetheless allow a special adjustment. In Germany, if the 
market value of a taxpayer's inventory at year's end is more than 10% 
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higher than it was at the beginning of the year, then taxes will be 
deferred on profits attributable to such an increment. This is accom-
plished by permitting the establishment of a reserve (equal to the 
amount of the increase in market value) which would reduce taxable 
income at least temporarily. Thereafter, those profits would be in-
creased by a restoration of the reserve to profits in varying amounts 
over the next several years, depending upon the reaction of prices. 
This results from the mechanics of handling the reserve: if prices 
decline during the six years following the establishment of the reserve, 
then the reserve will be absorbed in amounts proportionate to the 
extent of the decline, but the portion not absorbed after the end of that 
period will nonetheless be fully subject to tax. 
The Netherlands and Sweden are among the countries allowing 
tax-free reserves. The Swedish system is frequently spoken of and is 
quite liberal. It permits a taxpayer to set up a "business cycle equaliza-
tion reserve" which reduces the amount of profits subject to tax. These 
reserves may be substantial but, if they are to be recognized for tax 
purposes, roughly half of the appropriated amount must be deposited. 
After five years a portion of the reserve may be invested without 
being subject to tax. 
We all realize that in some cases accumulated profits for United 
States income tax purposes are different than taxable income for 
United States tax purposes, even though in many cases they will be 
identical. 
As a practical matter, taxpayers have been using the book income 
of the foreign subsidiary as accumulated profits. This standard will no 
longer be satisfactory because of the clearly enunciated principle in the 
Steel Improvement case, and because of the recent tendency to use 
specialists of the Office of International Operations to work in co-
operation with the regular Revenue Agent in reviewing the returns 
of taxpayers who have substantial amounts of foreign source income. 
Consequently, hereafter taxpayers will have to take account of the 
earnings of their foreign subsidiaries by translating them into United 
States concepts of "accumulated profits." 
Informal discussions with the Service indicate that a published 
ruling may be issued on this subject because of its importance and 
wide application. It is anticipated that the ruling will cite facts similar 
to those in the Steel Improvement case, to the effect that income which 
is nontaxable in Canada is available for payment of dividends to the 
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United States parent and thus should properly be included in "accumu-
lated profits." 
It is interesting to note that the position of the Service is consistent 
in this area whether or not it is to the benefit of the taxpayer. In 
Steel Improvement the position hurt the taxpayer; in the second illus-
tration above, the position helps the taxpayer. 
Conclusion 
The foregoing indicates how important it is in planning operations 
concerning foreign source income that all the factors which could vary 
the final computation be considered so that the alternatives which 
result in the lowest tax cost are selected. 
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